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CODE OF ETHICS AND BUSINESS CONDUCT 
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ensure their workers' 
wages for a decent living

Guarantee their workers a wage that complies with all local laws in this 
regard, including the one determining the minimum wage, and allows 
them to live in dignity. 

Working hours
not work more than 40 
hours per week, nor ask 
for more than 12 hours 
of over�me, agreed with 
the worker

do not habitually ask for 
over�me

Working hours must comply with the number of hours s�pulated in the 
na�onal contract for the category and over�me, when necessary, must 
be compensated appropriately and must not exceed 12 hours per week. 
Employees must in any case be guaranteed at least one day off in seven. 

In particular, it is important to plan work carefully, trying to rationalise 
production processes, to make proper provision for the necessary 
staffing so as not to force one's employees to work excessive overtime 
and to ensure that they are able to take their planned holidays.

Management System Suppliers must commit themselves to: 
- Knowing and respec�ng the TEO.REMA srl code of ethics

Employee Reports  (whistle-blowing) 

TEO. REMA SRL invites employees and shareholders to report to the Management any suspicion of fraud, 
illegal or irregular conduct and/or any type of serious danger or risk that may involve or in any case damage 
employees, consultants, customers, suppliers, stakeholders, the public or the company's reputa�on itself, 
and of which they have become aware during their work and management ac�vi�es, according to the 
defini�on of whistle-blowing taken from the IATF 16949 standard: 2016 (e.g., but not limited to, workplace 
hazards, environmental harm, unlawful financial transac�ons, health threats, suspected bribe or bribery). In 
par�cular, TEO.REMA SRL specifies that: any circumstan�ated report made within the company, even if not 
anonymous, will be given adequate considera�on, ensuring the confiden�ality of the iden�ty of the 
reporter, without prejudice to the legal obliga�ons regarding the enforceability of anonymity and 
confiden�ality; a circumstan�ated report made in good faith will not have any nega�ve effects on the 
reporter in connec�on with its submission; the person making a circumstan�ated and reasonable report in 
good faith will be protected from retalia�on or other ac�on by the par�es involved in the facts that are the 
subject of the report.

Supplier Rela�ons
1. TEO.REMA SRL considers as its supplier anyone who markets and/or manufactures and/or provides 

other services related to the products and/or parts thereof, intended for TEO.REMA SRL;
2. TEO.REMA SRL procures on the basis of the quality of the goods and services offered, their cost, the 

technical and economic reliability of the supplier, and the punctuality of deliveries, recognising on this 
basis conformity of treatment to present and future suppliers. In par�cular, the selec�on of suppliers 
and the specific qualifica�oniter of those whose services relate to the quality of the working processes 
and of the manufactured product made by TEO.REMA SRL;

3. TEO.REMA SRL is commi�ed to preserving the health and safety of suppliers and their employees and 
collaborators who may occasionally work on TEO.REMA SRL's premises in accordance with the 
regula�ons in force, calling on suppliers to respect workers' rights and the protec�on of child labour in 
all circumstances;

4. TEO.REMA SRL adopts appropriate procedures for the transparent and impar�al assessment of the 
reliability and competence of each supplier, the suitability of its offer and the guarantees of assistance 
and �meliness of services;

5. TEO.REMA SRL imprints its rela�ons with suppliers on fairness and loyalty.


